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*we dont actually sell fish

Keep it casual

Full coverage

350+ Edited Images via online gallery

600+ Edited Images via online gallery

Package

2800

+2nd shooter
and 200 images
750 bucks

Covering: nervously waiting/ ceremony/ 
first kiss/ bridal party/ couple shots/ family 
and friends / hug with grandma/ random 
guy waliking past the front of the 
ceremony in a speedo (actually happened)/ 
reception entrance. 1 shooter (J or R)

A great package for getting 
the basics- the ceremony 
and bridal shoot, with 
enough time for getting 
ready or reception shots on 
either end.

5 Hrs

3800

+2nd shooter
and 300 images
750 bucks

Covering: prep/ crying at the first look/ 
waiting / ring shots/ ring gettingdropped 
through the deck and deck ripped up with 
crow bar (actually happened)/ arriving at 
venue/ ceremony/ family/ friends/ bridal/
couple shots/ kids/ grandmas/ laughing/ 
you not falling off a cliff. 1 shooter (J or R)you not falling off a cliff. 1 shooter (J or R)

Cover all your bases- get-
ting ready, ceremony, bridal 
shoot and reception with 
maximum efficiency

8 Hrs

PIMP MY WEDDING 999+ Edited Images via online gallery
+Album or add on shoot- 2 shooters 

Things you should know: Jared or Rach shoot the single shooter packages. You may also get the other 
one as a second shooter if you add that option, but you may not (but our other 2nd shooters are 
baller). We don't have a contract that you have to sign, but there's a list of term that you have
to agree with in order to get our bank details and pay the deposit. You should also read the 
"How to hack your wedding photographer" article on our website. "Editing" to us means
colour corrections and minor fixes, not liquifying you to look like someone you are not or
swapping heads or bodies. But people naturally look awesome on their wedding days!

6900

Covering: prep/ crying at the first look/ 
waiting / ring shots/you arriving riding
bare-back on a horse (actually happened)/ 
venue/ ceremony/ family/ friends/ bridal
 party/ couple shots/ individuals photos of
 everyone/ you laughing/ Nannas/ cake 
getting shoved in your face/ hugging dad getting shoved in your face/ hugging dad 
after his speech/ everyone drinking/ the 
D-floor/ not getting badly burnt during 
sparkler exit. Jared and Rach both shoot.

Perfect for the wedding 
couple who have a little bit 
more to spend and don’t 
want to miss capturing any
special moments. Or people special moments. Or people 
who like the idea of an all 
day long personal photogra-
phy posse.

All Hrs

Time Price (+gst)What you get

The Price of Fish*



OTHER RANDOM ADD-ONS

ROLL OF FILM

GET YOUR DAYGO 
OLD 
SCHOOL

FOR A LIMITED TIME ADD 300 TO GET
YOUR WEDDING SHOT ON A ROLL OF
ACTUAL FILM LIKE A REAL PHOTO

ON A

ALBUMS
THANKS TO OUR BUDDIES 
AT QUEENSBERRY WE 
HAVE SOME REALLY 
GREAT ALBUM DEALS 
AVAILABLE. QB HAS 
REALLY NICE ALBUMS 
(AND WE'VE SEEN QUITE 
A FEW!). YOU CAN DESIGNA FEW!). YOU CAN DESIGN
OR WE CAN. FROM 450

USB  -  50

NEXT DAY EDIT  -  800

PRINTS  -  PRICES ONLINE

ENGAGEMENT  -  600

ELOPEMENT  -  2000

OVERSEAS  -  ADD 500


